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1. INTRODUCTION

Business management gained its systematic and scientific character with the approach that W. F. Taylor (1911) expressed the principles that can provide effectiveness and efficiency in organizations in his work entitled 'Principles of Scientific Management'. These principles, also known as Taylorism, pioneered the Classical Management Approach. The Classical Approach was later developed by Fayol's (1918) 'Management Process Approach', in which he stated the ideal management process and the intricacies of the formal organizational structure. Finally, the 'Bureaucracy Approach', which Weber (1924) expressed as an effective and efficient working order constitutes the last main point in this approach. The classical approach focuses on a closed system that envisages a formal organizational structure such as division of labor, specialization, hierarchical structure, and chain of command to provide effectiveness and efficiency in organizations. Fayol states that if the principles specified in the approach he developed are met, the 'best and correct' organizational structure will be provided (Fells, 2000). One of the main disadvantages of this approach is that the organization treats everything, including labor, as a machine (Bodrožić & Adler, 2018). However, in the 1930s, 'Behavioral Approach to Management', which states that organizations are not 'machines' but 'social' structures by focusing on the importance of the human element in the organizational structure, emerged with Hawthorne Studies under the leadership of Mayo (1949) (Hamner & Organ, 1978; Levinthal, 2011). This view, also known as the Neo-Classical Approach, tries to explain the social and behavioral aspects of the organization with different theoretical approaches (see McGregor, 1960; Likert, 1979) by considering human behavior on both individual and group basis.

By the years of World War II, making the right decisions about how to use resources, methods to be used in production, logistics, and strategy was seen as a prerequisite for surviving in a war environment (N. Anderson et al., 2014; Liao et al., 2019). Quantitative methods such as statistics, physics, operations, and mathematics have contributed significantly to the studies, especially in the United Kingdom, on issues such as the military early warning radar system, submarine dimensions, and accurate determination of the bombing site (D. R. Anderson et al., 2018). After the war, the development of the operational techniques used continued, both in the military and organizational terms, and the foundations of the "Management Science Approach" were settled (Johnson, 1997). In this way, quantitative methods have been used frequently to collect data about an organizational problem or purpose, to create a model, and to produce solutions (B. W. Taylor et al., 2013). The frequent use of quantitative methods has created an interdisciplinary field of study in organizations. In this way, the field of organizational management has expanded even further.

Later, the perspective, which consists of two approaches addressing different points and is generalized as the 'Modern Management Approach', started to develop. The first of these approaches is the 'Systems Approach', which is a holistic mathematical field of study that can adapt to all systems that the biologist von Bertalanffy (1950) has been working on for a long time. Rather than relying on a specific discipline or perspective, this approach considers the organization with a holistic perspective and sees organizations as a whole consisting of parts, with internal and external factors (Jackson, 2007). Therefore, the System Approach defines organizations as open systems (Stern & Barley, 1996; Mingers & White, 2010) which both affects and are affected by its internal and external environment. As the second approach of modern management, the 'Contingency Approach' has been adopted, which states that there
is no 'one and the best' organizational structure adopted by the Classical Management approach in organizations and that it will vary according to different situations and conditions (Pugh, 1966). We can say that all the management approaches that have been explained so far confirm the contingency approach. Because each approach is shaped according to the requirements of the conditions it is in (Hatch, 2018). Finally, the 'Post-modern Management Approach' had a perspective that foresees innovations and changes at the macro level in organizations between the 1970s and 2000s. Parallel to the rapid development of technology, it expresses an approach in which concepts such as digitalization, virtual organizational structure, technological collaborations, network organizational structure, information technologies, and information have begun to be adopted in organizations (Lacan, 2019). In addition, a contemporary perspective that foresees maximum quality standards and minimum cost has been brought with approaches such as Total Quality Management and Six Sigma (Spencer, 1994; Qasrawi et al., 2017).

According to Ramos-Rodríguez and Ruiz-Navarro (2004), as a scientific discipline has grown mature enough, researchers generally concentrate their attention on the literature generated by academia to perform literature reviews to assess the state of the art. Business management is one of the fields that have reached maturity in terms of quantity and quality. Bibliometric analysis is one of the methods used in the literature to examine the conceptual, social, or intellectual development of studies in a particular field or on a particular subject. Bibliometric analysis is attracting increasing attention from researchers and is becoming an encouraging field with the spread of information technologies (Bar-Ilan, 2008; Merigó & Yang, 2017; Donthu et al., 2021). The obvious reason for this increased interest is that it provides a systematic and general overview of the vast scholarly literature on a particular discipline (Eck & Waltman, 2014; van Nunen et al., 2018). Bibliometrics is an application that aims to measure the impact of literature reviews and scientific publications and their level of dissemination through quantitative techniques (Cuccurullo et al., 2016; Forlano et al., 2021). In this sense, it offers researchers the opportunity to examine very large data with a high level of rigor, transparency, and reproducibility (Zupic & Čater, 2015; Castillo-Vergara et al., 2018). The bibliometric analysis examines the scientific data in question from a quantitative point of view in a way that helps to organize the knowledge in a specific field (Castillo-Vergara et al., 2018) and lays the groundwork for the analysis of the details of the research topic (Chen & Xiao, 2016). Moreover, bibliometric analyzes that provide access to the details of the research topic can map the characteristics and evolutionary direction of scientific data belonging to a specific field (Li & Hale, 2016; van Nunen et al., 2018). In addition, the performance and collaboration models of authors, journals, and countries can give an idea about the thematic diversity, multidisciplinary character of the research field, and the current developments and development direction of the research field (Waltman et al., 2010; Zupic & Čater, 2015; van Nunen et al., 2018). In addition, the science maps used in bibliometric analysis define the structures that characterize the subject studied conceptually, intellectually, and socially. While the conceptual structure is analyzed as a result of the commonization of keywords that enable the definition of thematic clusters (Merigó & Yang, 2017); the social structure is analyzed as a result of the relationships they have created through the co-authors, and the intellectual structure is analyzed through the references of the documents that most affected the research field in the period included in the research (Forlano et al., 2021).
The evolution of the field of business management, which is tried to be summarized with important points in the first three paragraphs, shows that the field is quite dynamic and suitable for development. Business management, which has been growing like a snowball with new approaches and theories from the past to the present, seems to continue to grow and change. In this context, it is important to take a current picture of business management and to see in which areas the literature continues to develop. In this way, determining the current focal points of business management is important both in terms of following current developments in the field of management and guiding researchers. For this reason, this research aims to see the current position of business management by making a bibliographic examination of business management in the period from 2000 to the present. The main idea is to reveal the development of the research field of business management according to the data collected from the Web of Science (WoS). This study concentrates on the evolution and development of the business management field of research by analyzing articles, authors, journals, and sizeable countries.

In the current literature, to the best of our knowledge, there is not an extended and up-to-date study that covers bibliometric analysis in the business management field. Hereby, this study makes some contributions to the literal development of the business management field. First, it indicates the performance analysis of the field considering annual scientific production, the number of citations, and the most relevant authors, documents, and journals. Second, it describes the conceptual structure through co-word analysis and maps. Third, it identifies the intellectual field by a co-citation analysis of articles and journals. Forth, it identifies and organizes the most up-to-date themes and cutting-edge studies through a bibliographic coupling analysis. Finally, it identifies the social structure of the research field by showing the collaboration ratios of authors and countries. Hence, this article provides scholars with guidance for future research, by highlighting the most prominent contributions on the topic and by identifying the evolution trends in this field of research.

The following sections of this study are as follows: Section 2 describes and explains the steps in the methodology used. In Section 3, the results of performance analysis, co-words analysis, co-citation analysis, bibliographic coupling analysis, and co-authorship analysis are presented. In Section 4 the main conclusions are exposed and in Section 5, discussions about the results and limitations of the study are performed advising to shed light on further research.

2. METHODOLOGY

In this study, bibliometric analysis is conducted. The structure of the research methodology is as follows: (1) clarifying the objectives (2) criteria of data query; (3) tools selection; (4) selection of scientometric analyses; (5) interpreting and discussing the results (Figure no. 1).
In the first phase as a start point, the research questions are clarified based on the main purpose of the study. In this sense, the first question is (RQ1): What is the performance analysis in terms of production and citation of studies in the business management field? & How has the business and management literature evolved so far? The second is (RQ2): What is the conceptual structure of the business management field? & What are the specific topics associated with the business management field and how is the evolution of issues? The third one is (RQ3): What is the intellectual structure of the business management field? The last one is (RQ4): What is the social structure of the business management field?

In the second phase, we gathered data. To do so, we preferred the Web of Science (WoS) Core Collection. Because the Web of Science Core Collection embodies more than 21,000 peer-reviewed, high-quality worldwide journals in coverage of 254 scientific fields with 1.5 billion cited references and 74.8 million records (Clarivate, 2022). Meanwhile, the data query required some criteria, in addition, to being indexed in SSCI and/or SCI-Expanded in WoS Core Collection. The publication type should be a journal article since journal articles are considered verified information (Block et al., 2020). Furthermore, these articles should be open accessed, published in the English language, and should be published after 2000. Moreover, the keyword query as WoS Category is Business and Management in terms of compatibility with the aim of the study. On July 25th we obtained 12,145 results that meet all these criteria. We downloaded data in both tab-delimited file forms for VosViewer and plain text file forms for Biblioshiny.

In the third phase, bibliometric analysis tools are selected. VosViewer and Biblioshiny software were used to analyze the collected data. Studies are using the combination of VosViewer and Biblioshiny (e.g., Radha & Arumugam, 2021; Singh & Bashar, 2021; Boakye et al., 2022). VosViewer is a software program developed for the visualization of bibliometric maps by Waltman and Van Eck (2012) from Leiden University in the Netherlands. The program is offered to users free of charge at “www.vosviewer.com” (van Eck et al., 2010). This software helps with text mining, the creation of bibliometric maps, and comprehensive visualization of scientific research topics (van Eck et al., 2010). On the other hand,
Biblioshiny was developed by Aria and Cuccurullo (2017) from the University of Naples and Campania in Italy. The most important distinguishing feature of this software is that it is 'non-coding bibliometric' (Moral-Muñoz et al., 2020). In addition, this software program in R language is well organized for bibliometric analysis, and data matrix drafting, and its menu is segmented according to the scientific mapping analysis (SMA) workflow (Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017; Kumar & Goel, 2021). Meanwhile, there are empirical studies that compare tools such as VosViewer and Biblioshiny (see Moral-Muñoz et al., 2020; Ahmi, 2022).

In the fourth phase, several analyses will be conducted. The reason is that the more analyses performed, the more chance to better understand and analyze the relative field. Each analyze has its pros and cons (Zupic & Čater, 2015). Therefore, we did not use a few but the most important ones in this study. In this sense, to see the general situation of the field, we conducted several performance metrics analyses. Moreover, to understand how conceptual, intellectual, and social structures are, we performed co-words analysis, co-citation analysis and bibliographic coupling analysis, and also co-authorship analysis respectively.

Finally, in the last step, the results of analyses are interpreted in the conclusion and discussion part.

3. RESULTS

In this study, 12,145 articles published by 22,711 authors in 84 journals in total between 2000-2022 were scanned. 1069 of these studies have a single author and the international co-authorship percentage is 46.46%. A total of 22,323 keywords were used and the average number of citations to the studies was 38.05.

3.1 Performance Analysis

In this section, to answer the first research question group, performance indicators are provided within the scope of bibliometric analysis.

![Figure no. 2 – Annual Scientific Production](image)

In Figure no. 2, it is clear that since 2000, the number of publications has risen and it is observed that this upward trend has become steeper, especially since 2014. It can be stated that an important reason for this is that China took the title of "the world's largest economy"
from the USA in 2014 (Morrison, 2019). Because China is increasing global competition even more with its growing economy and cheaper labor advantage (Silagadze et al., 2016). Therefore, as can be seen in Figure no. 7, it is thought that more scientific content has started to be produced for the researchers in the USA, which is registered as the country with the second-highest number of publications and the highest number of citations, for the companies in their countries to develop management strategies compatible with the global competition conditions. We see that the lowest number of publications was conducted in 2000 (n=45) and the highest number of publications was performed in 2021 (n=1406) and the average growth rate is 14.59% in this period. When data is collected, for 2022, there are only 900 articles published. However, considering that the data were collected in July and many journals in the Web of Science published the article in the following years, it is predicted that this number will exceed the previous year.

![average article citations per year](image)

**Figure no. 3 – Average Article Citations per Year**

In Figure no. 3, the average article citations per year is provided. The citation rate, which started at 23.2% in 2000, hit the bottom at 5.6% in 2016 and started to rise again in the following years. This trend of average citation per year does not seem to match the trend of annual scientific production with an ongoing rise. The reason why this average is more at the beginning arises from the fact that the number of articles was so few in 2000 (n=45). In that year, it is seen that 77.7% of the articles (n=35) are co-authored publications. In addition to common topics studied in the aforementioned year such as competitive advantage, work-family conflict, resource-based view, etc., in terms of content, it is seen that there are also publications beyond their time such as Dyer’s and Nobeoka’s study (2000) entitled as “Creating and managing a high-performance knowledge-sharing network: The Toyota case”, published in Strategic Management Journal. The study investigated the importance of knowledge-sharing behavior which has gained importance recently in the literature. Over the years, with an exponentially increasing number of studies with a single author or loss of attractiveness by constantly working on similar topics instead of producing new content being conducted, the citation rate may not have caught the publication production rate simultaneously. Another reason could be due to the small proportion of international collaboration between prominent countries in terms of the number of publications which will be stated in Figure no. 8. This small number of collaborations could result in a low impact on the scientific community in terms of citations (Locatelli et al., 2021).
In Figure no. 4, Bradford’s Law is provided. According to Bradford Law (1985), there are two dimensions in this figure. On axis X there are the journals while on axis Y there is the number of articles. The field that is formed by the interception of these axes is divided into three zones in terms of an equal number of citations. In the first zone, which is also called as core zone, there are a few journals that have the highest citations. In the second zone, more journals exist to access the same number of citations and in the third zone, there are more journals than in the second one (Yang et al., 2016). As we move from zone one to zone three, there is a 'decreased productivity' described by Bradford, known as the 'law of scattering' (Venable et al., 2016). In Figure no. 4, there are 4037 articles in zone 1, core zone, published by 9 journals: Small Business Economics, Industrial Marketing Management, Strategic Management Journal, Business Strategy and the Environment, British Journal of Management, Industrial and Corporate Change, South African Journal of Business Management, Journal of Management Studies, and Journal of International Business Studies. In zone 2 there are 19 journals with 4148 articles and in the third zone, there are 3,960 articles with 56 journals.

### Table no. 1 – Most Relevant Journals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journals</th>
<th>h_index</th>
<th>g_index</th>
<th>m_index</th>
<th>Total Citations</th>
<th>N. of Pub.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Management Journal</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>231</td>
<td></td>
<td>57,290</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academy of Management Journal</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>4,304</td>
<td>37,568</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Business Economics</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
<td>31,225</td>
<td>749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of International Business Studies</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>153</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,819</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Organizational Behavior</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>3,348</td>
<td>22,331</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Management Studies</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
<td>19,427</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Marketing Management</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>3,043</td>
<td>19,902</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Management</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
<td>20,496</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academy of Management Review</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2,609</td>
<td>19,666</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Journal of Management</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
<td>12,154</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Table no. 1, the h-index, m-index, and g-index of the top 20 journals are provided. The h-index, a bibliometric measure, was found by Hirsch (2005) and defined as: “a scientist has index $h$ if $h$ of his/her $N$ papers have at least $h$ citations each and the other ($N-h$) papers have no more than $h$ citations each” (Hirsch, 2005, p. 16569). The h-index is seen as an advantage as it measures productivity (number of articles) and impact level (citations to articles) (Walters, 2007). The g-index is expressed as an improved form of the h-index to measure the global citation performance of a series of articles (Moussa & Touzani, 2010). This index is defined by Egghe (2006, p. 131) as “If this set is ranked in decreasing order of the number of citations that they received, the $g$-index is the (unique) largest number such that the top $g$ articles received (together) at least $g^2$ citations”. Therefore, it is expressed as the complement of the h-index (Bontis & Serenko, 2009) in that it takes into account both the over-cited outliers that the h-index ignores and the general citation consistency. The m-index is defined by Bornmann et al. (2008) as the median of the number of citations received by the articles in the h-core. Due to the skewed distribution of citation numbers, he recommends using the median instead of the m-index arithmetic mean (Bornmann et al., 2008). In Table no. 1, it is seen that although in terms the number of publications is fewer than others, Strategic Management Journal is on the first line due to its h-index, g-index, and the total number of citations number followed by Academy of Management Journal due to same reasons in the same condition. It is also seen that the most published journal is Small Business Economics with 749 publications. This journal’s impact factor (IF) is 2.63 and indexed in Q1 (ScimagoJR, 2021). It is followed by Industrial Marketing Management (IF=2.21, Q1) with 518 publications and Strategic Management Journal (IF=9.44, Q1) with 443 publications. More publication does not mean more citations.

The performance indicators made within the scope of the study so far are related to the resources; the following metrics are about the authors.
Figure no. 5 shows the publication flow of the 20 most productive authors. While the size of the circles represents the number of articles, the intensity of the color of the circles represents the impact level of the research (Adekunle et al., 2021). In this period (2000-2022), the first articles belong to George and Prabhu (2000) entitled “Developmental financial institutions as catalysts of entrepreneurship in emerging economies” published in The Academy of Management Review and von Gelderen et al. (2000) entitled as “Strategies, uncertainty, and performance of small business startups” published in Small Business Economics. It is clear that both these “earliest” articles were about entrepreneurship which is the basic topic (see Figure no. 14) and a relatively past time but still an interesting issue (see Figure no. 13). On the other hand, the most current articles are published by many authors. Among them, the greatest number of articles belong to Parida (n=5; TCPY=17) while the greatest total citation per year (TCPY) belongs to Thurik (n=35) with two publications. The first of Thurik’s study (2022) with Belitski, Guenther, and Kritikos is entitled “Economic effects of the covid-19 pandemic on entrepreneurship and small businesses” and the other is entitled “Risk of burnout in French entrepreneurs during the covid-19 crisis”. Both were published in Small Business Economics. As it is seen here while entrepreneurship is still an interesting topic in 2022, covid-19 has its popularity (see Figures no. 11, no. 13, and no. 14) which has begun since 2019 when the pandemic started. Moreover, topics related to technology and digitalization mentioned in Sjödin, Parida, and Visnjic’s study (2022) entitled “How can large manufacturers digitalize their business models? Framework for orchestrating industrial ecosystems” published in California Management Review and, Thomson, Kamalaldin, Sjödin and Parida’s (2022) study entitled as “A maturity framework for autonomous solutions in manufacturing firms: The interplay of technology, ecosystem, and business model” published in International Entrepreneurship and Management Journal indicates that how these topics are more current (see Figure no. 13 and no. 15).

In Figure no. 6 Lotka’s Law is provided. According to Lotka’s Law (1926), the increasing number of publications is directly proportional to decreasing number of authors who have more publications. It defines the publication frequency of authors in a particular field (Kumar & Goel, 2021). In the figure above, where the line becomes horizontal, it is seen that the number of authors with 10 or more publications is 128 (% 0.056), making a significant contribution to the literature while 22,643 authors have less than 10 articles.
In Figure no. 7 the publication performance of countries is provided. As it gets darker blue, the performance is higher. UK ranks first with 6,292 publications, followed by the USA with 4,509, Spain with 1,668, Netherlands with 1,627, Germany with 1,595, and Italy with 1,575. However, when we look at the number of citations in Table no. 2 of the top 20 countries of total citations and average article citations, it is seen that the USA is ahead of the UK in terms of both total citations by doubling and average article citations by tripling. The Netherlands and Spain also switched places.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total Citations</th>
<th>Average Article Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>161,477</td>
<td>102.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>84,723</td>
<td>33.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>32,640</td>
<td>49.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>21,147</td>
<td>28.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>17,985</td>
<td>29.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>16,816</td>
<td>30.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>14,242</td>
<td>23.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>12,802</td>
<td>42.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Total Citations</td>
<td>Average Article Citations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>11,469</td>
<td>25.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>9,186</td>
<td>24.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>8,872</td>
<td>28.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>7,344</td>
<td>41.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>6,944</td>
<td>34.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>6,732</td>
<td>24.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>6,290</td>
<td>35.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>4,194</td>
<td>41.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>3,278</td>
<td>18.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2,871</td>
<td>22.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>2,696</td>
<td>22.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2,672</td>
<td>24.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure no. 8, the collaboration performance of the top 20 countries is provided. It is seen that the United Kingdom ranks first, followed by the United States of America by far. In this figure, the orange bar represents multiple country productions while the green bar represents single country publications. Spain, Brazil, South Africa, Portugal, and Romania are famous for their publications, usually by authors from a single country in the business management field while Switzerland, Denmark, Canada, France, and China hosted mostly multi-country publications. Meanwhile, in the UK, USA, Netherlands, Italy, Germany, Australia, Sweden, Finland, Belgium, and Norway, this ratio is almost 50%.

![Figure no. 8 – Corresponding Author’s Country](image)

The performance indicators made within the scope of the study so far are related to the authors; the following metrics are about the documents.
In Figure no. 9, the top-most cited 20 articles are provided. When the journals in which these studies are published are examined, it is seen that Strategic Management Journal has the highest number of studies, followed by Administrative Science Quarterly. Checking the top five, in the first place Eisenhardt and Martin’s study (2000) whose title is “Dynamic capabilities: What are they?” exist. This study is published by Strategic Management Journal and cited 6,676 times by the scientific World. It is followed by Zahra and George’s study (2002) entitled “Absorptive capacity: A review, reconceptualization, and extension”. It is published by the Academy of Management Review and cited 5,087 times. In the third place, Schaufeli and Bakker (2004) study entitled “Job demands, job resources, and their relationship with burnout and engagement: A multi-sample study” exists. It is published in the Journal of Organizational Behavior and cited 3,655 times. After then Ahuja’s study (2000) comes which is entitled “Collaboration networks, structural holes, and innovation: A longitudinal study”, published in Administrative Science Quarterly and cited 2,625 times. Finally, Winter’s study (2003), entitled “Understanding dynamic capabilities” is published in Strategic Management Journal as cited 2,164 times by other scientific products. One of the common reasons why these five studies have reached such a high number of citations is that they were published in the first years of the sample. However, it is also important that the nature of the subjects they deal with and that there are collaborative studies in general.
In Figure no. 10, 10 cumulatively most occurred words exist. It is seen that entrepreneurship and innovation steeply rises from 2008 through 2022. Covid-19, on the other hand, started to occur in 2019 when the pandemic was declared.

Figure no. 11 – Trend Topics in Business Management Field

In Figure no. 11, the minimum occurrence of keywords was set as 30. It is observed that while economic development, ownership structure, and venture capital were popular in 2015, supply chain management, knowledge transfer, and firm growth took their place in 2016. In 2017 the popular topics were corporate governance, trust, and self-employment, in 2018 they were entrepreneurship, innovation, and corporate social responsibility, and in 2019 they were SMEs, sustainability, and sustainable development. When it comes to 2020, they became stakeholder engagement, circular economy, and competitiveness, and what was popular in 2021 is covid-19 and technological innovation.

3.2 Conceptual Structure

In Figure no. 12, network visualization of co-occurrence of keywords analysis is performed. Due to the sample size, we preferred to set the minimum occurrence as 30. This threshold is mostly set as 5 in studies in which the analysis is conducted on rather a specific topic (e.g., Saini et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022). Based on this threshold, a total of 143 words met this criterion. Word elimination was conducted and 116 words which constitute 6 clusters were obtained. In the first and red cluster, which is called current issues of business firms and where sustainability is most studied, 41 items are existing such as covid-19, artificial intelligence, blockchain, business model innovation, climate change, competitive advantage, digital transformation, open innovation, new product development, servitization, and value creation. In the second and green cluster, which is called technology and development and where innovation is most studied, 28 items are existing such as emerging markets, firm growth, intellectual capital, knowledge management, knowledge transfer, learning, mergers and acquisitions, R&D, technology, start-ups, and venture capital. In the third and blue cluster which is called leader’s traits and where entrepreneurship is most studied, there are 24 items such as social entrepreneurship, self-employment, trust, leadership, motivation, performance, creativity, HRM, sense-making, and satisfaction. In the fourth and yellow cluster which is called performance and where corporate governance leads, there are 11 items such as business
performance, firm performance, SMEs, board of directors, and ownership structure. In the fifth and purple cluster which is called environmental sensitivity and where corporate social responsibility plays the pioneering role, there are 9 items such as environmental performance, sustainable development, and environmental policy. In the last and aqua colored cluster which is called economic advancement and where competitiveness is most studied, there are three items such as economic growth and economic development.

In Figure no. 13, an overlay visualization of the aforementioned data is provided. Checking the last five years, yellow ones are the subjects respectively currently studied while blue ones are studied more in past. Due to the pandemic, and its effects on the global production line and countries’ economies, covid-19, competitiveness, and sustainable development have emerged as the most studied topics recently. In addition, thanks to technological development, topics such as technological innovation, digitalization, business model innovation, artificial intelligence, and blockchain appear as the most up-to-date issues. On the other hand, while issues such as supply chain management, knowledge management, economic development, and corporate governance are relatively past topics, SMEs, dynamic capabilities, leadership, social capital, diversity, and social entrepreneurship are still interesting topics.

Figure no. 14 creates the thematic map of the authors’ keywords. It refers to the research themes obtained from the conceptual structure of the articles included in the bibliometric analysis. While the circles in the figure indicate the themes of the research, the size of the circles shows the ratio of the relevant theme to the number of keywords (Ragazou et al., 2022; Romero-Perdomo et al., 2022). The upper right quadrant of the graph denotes 'motor themes' with both high intensity and centrality, while the lower right quadrant denotes 'basic themes' with high centrality but low intensity; the upper left quadrant is defined as the research areas.
'niche themes' and the lower left region as 'emerging or declining themes' with low centrality and density (Mühl & de Oliveira, 2022). Centrality and density have an important place in the graph. Centrality refers to the intensity of connections with other clusters and therefore expresses the importance of the theme to develop a particular area (Callon et al., 1991; Saini et al., 2022). Density, on the other hand, expresses the strength of the links that connect the words that make up the set and measures the self-improvement capacity of the theme (Callon et al., 1991; Cobo et al., 2011).

Figure no. 13 – Overlay Visualization of Keywords

Figure no. 14 – Thematic Map of Authors’ Keywords

According to Cobo et al. (2011), Motor themes are well-developed themes that are important in structuring the research field. In this sense, the terms 'performance, SME, and innovation' are highly developed topics in the business management literature and are
frequently addressed with other clusters in the thematic map. However, although China is in the 9th place in terms of country contribution to the literature (see Table no. 2), the reason why it is in this field is that it has been studied in a very wide range in the field of business management. Another reason could arise from the fact that China has a 63% rate of multinational studies in the context of author collaboration and the problematic issue of WoS that it is based only on the first author in multi-author studies, and in possible Chinese-based multi-author studies, the word may have been included in the motor theme area since the first author was not Chinese.

In addition, the fact that studies in the field of business management methodologically dealt with relatively narrow samples may also have caused the word ‘case study’ to take place in this region. Although it is a new issue, the reason why ‘covid-19’ is located in this region is that it has been overworked as a result of the pandemic affecting almost every issue in the field of business management, directly or indirectly. Basic themes refer to themes that are important for the field but they are still developing (Callon et al., 1991). The terms such as ‘sustainability, sustainable development, and entrepreneurship’, besides being the main subjects of business management, need to be constantly developed for the organizations interacting with their environment to adapt to the changing environmental conditions so that these phenomena can continue to exist. Emerging or declining themes are those that are losing their impact in terms of the field or are just beginning to emerge. It can be stated that ‘corporate governance, corporate social responsibility, agency theory’ does not have a stable development in the field of business management. However, the ‘technological innovation’ theme in the same region can be said to be a subject that has started to show its effect in the field of business management due to its higher density. Niche themes refer to specific topics in the field. Therefore, these themes are developed in a specific area that constitutes its environment. It can be stated that ‘trust, leadership, culture’ and ‘social media’ are clusters that have been studied in specific areas within business management. Since the social media cluster is a newer theme than the leadership and culture cluster, it is seen as a more remote (from the center) and less developed field in the field of business management.

It is seen that the network visualization (Figure no. 12) and the thematic map (Figure no. 14) are compatible with each other because all the themes that appear prominently in the thematic map are also prominently included in the network visualization as clusters. Furthermore, the overlay visualization (Figure no. 13) is also compatible with the thematic map (Figure no. 14) because the themes located in different quadrants according to centrality and density in the thematic map are colored in a way that is compatible with the overlay visualization. For example, the themes in the basic theme area that need to be developed are represented in yellow color representing the newly studied area that needs to be developed in the overlay.

Before going to the next step, we also desired to see the effects of Covid-19 in the evolution of studies. Therefore, we split the studies into two parts (2000-2019) in Figure no. 15 and (2020-2022) in Figure no. 16 to point out how the pandemic affected the literature.
For pre-Covid analysis, it is seen that the terms 'sustainability, trust, supply chain management', whose centrality is evident in the motor theme section in Figure no. 15, are highly developed topics in the business management literature, especially in terms of the modern period. In addition, these terms are frequently discussed together with other clusters in the thematic map. The terms ‘China, performance, institutional theory’, which have a more pronounced density feature in this field, are also frequently discussed with other fields of business management. In addition, although ‘China’ is in the 9th place in terms of country contribution to the literature (see Table no. 2), the reason why it is in this field is that it has been studied in a very wide range in the field of business management, in addition to the issues of multi-authored studies and multinationalism conditions which were mentioned in the discussions for Figure no. 14. In addition to being the main topics of business management, concepts such as ‘entrepreneurship and innovation’, these facts need to be constantly improved for organizations that interact with their environment to adapt to changing environmental conditions and to survive. In addition, the concept of ‘gender’ is included in the basic theme section. The reason may be due to the necessity of gender-based diversification in research subjects. It can be stated that the term 'social media' in the emerging or declining themes section has started to emerge relatively recently in the field of business management and is a subject that has begun to show its effect in the field. In addition, since social media is a current and underdeveloped subject, it is seen that it is located far from the center. Finally, it can be stated that niche themes, corporate governance, agency theory, corporate social responsibility, and sustainable development are clusters that are studied in specific areas of business management.

For post-Covid analysis, the terms 'digital transformation, blockchain', which are prominent in the motor theme part, especially emphasize the digitalization issue that occurred after Covid-19. The related subject is frequently included in the research carried out to create alternatives for measures such as remote working and isolation brought about by the pandemic process. In addition, the fact that the studies in the field of business management were methodologically conducted with relatively narrow samples may have caused the word 'case study' to be included in this region. As the basic themes section deals with “still developing issues”, more than one clustering has emerged. The concepts of 'innovation, SMEs, and competitiveness' express the concepts that gain importance, especially with the pandemic, and which need to be developed to ensure the future and sustainability of the enterprises. Especially
with Covid-19, the fact that SMEs are faced with the danger of extinction, competition has become more difficult in this crisis process and innovation has become compulsory have caused these concepts to be included in the basic themes. On the other hand, the terms 'entrepreneurship, Covid-19, gender', which can be expressed as the second cluster, mean that there are issues that need to be developed in almost every subject after the pandemic process. Although the terms 'corporate governance, corporate social responsibility, sustainable development', which is the last cluster in this field, were included in the niche theme section in the pre-covid-19 period, it draws attention as it is included in the basic themes section in the post-covid-19 period. This situation indicates that institutionalization and sustainability are among the issues that need to be developed and gain importance with the pandemic process. The emerging or declining themes section also consists of three separate clusters. The first prominent clustering here is the terms 'artificial intelligence, social media, uncertainty'. In this cluster, issues that started to emerge with the pandemic process and gain importance are realized. Especially the technology-based progress of business, which entered our lives with the pandemic, the digitalization of socialization to protect social distance, and the sense of uncertainty created by the pandemic process has caused these issues to emerge in the field of business management. The other two clusters consist of the terms 'collaboration' and 'job satisfaction'. It can be stated that because they are relatively worn issues in business management compared to the first cluster, they have begun to lose their relative influence or have begun to be dealt with indirectly. It is seen that 'sustainability', in the niche themes section, is among the topics that were specifically addressed in the pre-covid-19 period. However, since 'risk management' is important in terms of business management with the covid-19 process, it can be said that it has started to take place in this field and has been especially addressed in a certain framework.

Lastly, we also wanted to normalize the data as extracting Covid-related keywords to see the pure business management topics studied since 2000, in Figure no. 17.

![Figure no. 17. Pure Business and Management Topics Thematic Map](image)

Two clusters occur in the motor theme part. These consist of advanced basic topics in the field of business management, which are the terms 'entrepreneurship, sustainability, performance' and 'innovation, case study, dynamic capabilities'. The fact that these concepts are not very current concepts based on business management and that they are still studied intensively means that they need to be discussed in detail in terms of business management
and are considered to be of great importance for the field. In addition, the inclusion of the term 'case study' in this section means that the studies in the field are often handled specifically through narrow samples. In the basic theme, on the other hand, the terms 'corporate social responsibility, sustainable development, stakeholder engagement' means that they continue to be developed and researched in different aspects of the business management literature. Therefore, in the field, it can be stated that subjects such as institutionalism, sustainability, and participation of stakeholders in the organization constitute the skeleton of modern and post-modern management approaches. In emerging or declining themes 'open innovation, technological innovation, and decision-making are the new emerging topics in terms of business management. The fact that the term 'innovation' is an advanced topic in motor themes means that the research in this field has been expanded and new topics have been added to the field and the literature has been developed in this sense. In addition, the concept of "decision making" in this section means that different perspectives are tried to be developed in business management. Finally, it is seen that there are two clusters in the niche themes section. The first consists of the terms 'corporate governance, agency theory, and these concepts express that the concept of institutionalization and its theoretical infrastructure are discussed in a certain framework in the business literature. The second cluster consists of the terms 'trust, social media'. It shows that both concepts are handled within a specific field in terms of business management. Therefore, it shows that the concepts in the niche themes section consist of studies surrounded by a specific area in the business management literature and can be diversified in terms of being far from the center and having a low density.

3.3 Intellectual Structure

Co-citation Analysis is one of the analyses in science mapping which indicates publications that are cited together frequently are on the same theme (Donthu et al., 2021). Here we conduct this analysis for two types of units which are references and journals. Regarding co-citation analysis, two studies exist in the third study’s citations, and these two studies are called co-cited (Liao et al., 2018).

It is seen in Figure no. 18, there are 195 references within 7 clusters. In the red cluster, there are 46 items which are led by Jensen and Meckling’s study (1976) entitled “Theory of the firm: Managerial behavior, agency costs and ownership structure” published in the Journal of Financial Economics. In the green cluster, there are 36 items which are led by Podsakoff’s study (2003) entitled “Common method biases in behavioral research” published in the Journal of Applied Psychology. In the blue cluster, there are 34 items which are led by Cohen and Levinthal’s study (1990) entitled “Absorptive capacity: A new perspective on learning and innovation” published in Administrative Science Quarterly. In a yellow cluster, there are 30 items led by Eisenhardt’s study (1989) entitled “Building theories from case study research” published in The Academy of Management Review. In the purple cluster, there are 20 items led by Barney’s study (1991) entitled “Firm resources and sustained competitive advantage” published in the Journal of Management. In the aqua blue cluster, there are 16 items led by Dyer and Singh’s study (1998) entitled “The relational view: Cooperative strategy and sources of interorganizational competitive advantage” published in the Academy of Management Review. In the orange cluster, there are 13 items led by Shane and Venkatamaran’s study (2000) entitled “The promise of entrepreneurship as a field of research” published in the Academy of Management Review. In Table no. 3, there are more details given about the clusters.
Figure no. 18 – References Co-Citation Analysis (Min N of Citations=100)

Table no. 3 – Cluster Information of References Co-citation Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>TLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fornell &amp; Larcker</td>
<td>(1981)</td>
<td>Journal of Marketing Research</td>
<td></td>
<td>798</td>
<td>4365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Cohen &amp; Levinthal</td>
<td>(1990)</td>
<td>Administrative Science Quarterly</td>
<td>Organization Management</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>4695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eisenhardt</td>
<td>(1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Case Study</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>3953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Schumpeter</td>
<td>(1934)</td>
<td>Harvard Economic Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td>174</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NC= Number of Citations    TLS=Total Link Strength
In journal co-citation analysis, where the size of the nodes represents the activity of the journal and the distance of two nodes indicates the citation frequency between two journals, the overall structure of the field and the characteristics of journals are indicated (Liao et al., 2018). In Figure no. 19 there are five clusters of 211 journals that have at least 500 citations. It is seen that Strategic Management Journal is the most active one with 29,435 citations followed by Academy Management Journal with 24,079 citations. The red cluster is constituted of 89 journals and is led by Industrial Marketing Management Journal, the journals are related to marketing. In the green cluster constituted of 49 journals and led by Strategic Management Journal, the journals are mostly related to strategic management and financial development. The blue cluster of 33 journals is led by Academy Management Journal, the journals are mostly related to psychology and organizational behavior. In yellow cluster led by Academy Management Review has 22 journals that are mostly related to management. Finally, the purple cluster is led by the Journal of International Business Studies have 18 journals that are related to entrepreneurship and SMEs.

Bibliographic coupling uses the number of references shared by two documents as a measure of similarity between two documents. The more the bibliographies of the two articles overlap, the stronger their connection is. The unit was selected as “document” and “fractional counting” was chosen as the analysis method as Perianes-Rodriguez et al. (2016) suggested. In Figure no. 20, among 12,145 articles, 288 met the criterion which requires the number of citations should be at least 250. There are 8 clusters formed. The details of clusters are depicted in Table no. 4 with the two most cited journals as representative ones.
Table no. 4 – Cluster Information of Bibliographic Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>TLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anderson et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Journal of Management</td>
<td>Strategic Management &amp; HR</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peng et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Journal of International Business Studies</td>
<td>Organizational Management Theories</td>
<td>1715</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acs &amp; Sanders (2013)</td>
<td>Small Business Economics</td>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqua</td>
<td>Ferlie et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Academy of Management Journal</td>
<td>Performance Management in SMEs</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Gomez-Mejla et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Administrative Science Quarterly</td>
<td>Performance Management in SMEs</td>
<td>1795</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>King et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Strategic Management Journal</td>
<td>Performance Management in SMEs</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Social Structure

In Figure no. 21, there are 14 clusters of 91 authors. Considering the first five important clusters, in the first (red) cluster Ertuğ with 15 publications, in the second (dark green) one Coad and Foss with 16 publications per each, in the third one (dark blue) George with 23 publications, in the fourth one (yellow) Aguilere with 11 publications and in the fifth one Vaara with 23 publications are in evidence. It is also obvious that Wright plays a prominent role in terms of the number of publications (n=45), despite being in the 10th cluster.

Figure no. 21 – Co-authorship Analysis of Authors (Min N of Pub. = 2; Min N of Cit. = 500)

Figure no. 22 – Co-Authorship Analysis of Countries (Min N of Pub. = 10; Min N of Cit. = 100)
As seen in Figure no. 22, five clusters were formed in co-authorship of countries in the business management field in terms of the number of publications. England with 3,565 publications, the USA with 2,653 publications, Spain with 1,057 publications, Germany with 1,026 publications, and Ireland with 193 publications are in evidence in their clusters.

4. CONCLUSION

This study was carried out to see the development of business management since 2000 and to predict which area it has evolved towards, and bibliometric analysis and visualization techniques were used for this purpose. In this context, the articles scanned in WoS were examined and firstly the performance analyses were conducted to see the general view. Then the thematic mapping technique with co-words analysis was applied to measure the conceptual structure. Co-citation and bibliographic coupling analyses were performed to see the intellectual structure. Finally, co-authorship analysis was performed to see the social structure.

As a result of the performance analysis, it was seen that the annual number of publications has increased continuously since 2000, especially in 2014. Considering the average number of citations per article, fluctuations are seen in contrast to the publication graph. It is observed that the fluctuations observed especially until 2014 turned into a horizontal course after 2014. When the 20 most relevant journals in the field of business management are examined, the Strategic Management Journal ranks first with 443 publications and 57290 total citations. Considering the top 20 prolific authors, Wright ranks first with 45 studies in terms of the number of publications, while George ranks first with 8755 citations in terms of the number of citations. When the publication performance of the country is examined, the United Kingdom ranks first with 6,292, followed by the USA with 4,509 studies. On the other hand, when the citation numbers are observed, the USA ranks first with an average of 102.2 citations per publication, with a total of 161,477 citations, while the UK ranks second with an average of 33.29 citations and a total of 84,723 citations. When the studies of countries with single and multiple authors are examined, it is seen that EU countries such as Spain, Portugal, and Romania are predominantly SCP, while the rate of MDP is higher in EU countries such as Switzerland, Denmark, and France, as well as Canada and China. In countries such as the UK, USA, Netherlands, Italy, and Germany, which are at the top of the list in terms of the number of publications, these rates are around 50%. When the 20 most cited studies are examined, Eisenhardt and Martin's (2000)'s work, 'Dynamic Capabilities: What Are They?', which is included in the 'Strategic Management Journal' and has 6676 citations, takes the first place. Furthermore, when we look at the development graph of the most preferred words, it is seen that the words 'entrepreneurship' and 'innovation' are in the first two places and these subjects have been studied frequently since 2008. It is seen that the trendiest topics are 'covid-19' and 'technological innovation'.

As a consequence of the co-words analysis, 116 words most frequently used in the studies were included in 6 clusters "Current Issues of Business Firms", "Technology and Development", "Leader’s Traits", "Performance", "Environmental Sensitivity" and "Economic Advance". In addition, as a result of the thematic mapping and overlay visualization, the subjects of 'supply chain management', 'knowledge management', and 'corporate governance' are gradually losing their currency while the subjects of 'SMEs', 'leadership', 'social capital', 'diversity' and 'social entrepreneurship' still constitute the topics that attract the attention of the literature.
As a result of the references co-citation analysis, 195 studies with at least 100 citations from the bibliography of 12,145 studies included in our sample are located in 7 clusters and entitled 'organizational behavior', 'methods', 'organizational management', 'case analysis', 'strategic management', 'economic structure' and 'competitive theories'. Moreover, based on the journal co-citation analysis, the journals included in the bibliography of 12145 studies included in our sample were examined, and 211 journals were obtained that met the criteria of having at least 500 citations. These obtained journals were collected in 5 clusters, and Strategic Management Journal is at the top of the list with 29,435 citations. The first cluster is about 'marketing' and the most active journal of the cluster is 'Industrial Marketing Management'. The second cluster, led by the Strategic Management Journal, is generally about 'strategic management and financial development'. The third cluster, led by the Academy Management Journal, is about 'psychology and organizational behavior'. The cluster in which Academy Management Review ranks first is among the journals in the field of 'management' while the cluster in which the Journal of International Business Studies ranks first is about 'entrepreneurship and SMEs'.

In the wake of bibliographic coupling analysis, 288 studies that reference some of the 12,145 studies in our sample in their bibliography and which have at least 250 citations were found. These studies include 8 themes including 'organizational behavior and HR', 'strategic management', 'organizational management theories', 'business and organizational models', 'entrepreneurship', 'innovation', 'performance management in SMEs', and 'acquisition and learning'.

According to the co-authorship analysis of the authors, a total of 91 authors with at least 2 publications and at least 500 citations were distributed in 14 clusters. While the most prolific among the authors was 'Mike Wright', the most active author in the cluster with the largest number of authors was 'Gökhan Ertuğ' with 15 publications. Finally, when we look at the co-authorship analysis of the countries, the countries with at least 10 publications and 100 citations were included in 5 clusters. England is the first with 3,565 publications, while the USA follows closely with 2,653 publications.

5. DISCUSSION

According to the annual scientific production graph, the performance structure of business management generally has a dynamic and constantly developing structure. The performance analysis confirms the thoughts that the field of business management continues to develop and evolves into topics such as technologic innovation, sustainability, entrepreneurship, and performance. The fact that the concepts of sustainability and performance are a subject that has been accepted and should be provided by businesses from the very beginning, the importance of entrepreneurship in creating new areas, and the sale of knowledge to other businesses in the form of know-how by using it in a way that will create a competitive advantage, makes these issues mentioned frequently in academic studies. In particular, sustainability has been examined with different approaches in the literature on how it can be achieved with changing environmental conditions. The concept of sustainability, whose importance has been increasing continuously since 2000, has increased the importance of the business in the last 3 years, especially in extraordinary situations such as pandemics, and it will continue to increase in the face of many global problems that will be encountered in the future. Especially with Covid-19, which caused a global crisis in 2019, many businesses
had difficulty in retaining their existing workforce or supplying the potential, producing, marketing, or distributing their services or goods, and their sustainability was endangered. In this context, in the literature, Covid-19 has been discussed with many business management issues and has emerged as a shining subject. The efforts of the organizations experiencing the pandemic to develop flexible strategies to make quick decisions and produce alternative solutions in times of crisis will shed light on strategic management and crisis management for future researchers. However, although its effect has started to revive with new variants in recent days, the effect of the pandemic will pass soon and the concept will gradually fade from the studies. Although the concept of Covid-19 will fade, the concept of remote working, which is forced during the pandemic period, is the result of technological developments such as artificial intelligence, led by technological innovation, since its feasibility has been tested and its acceptability is high because it reduces costs and increases efficiency in many sectors, it is anticipated that this effect will be discussed more in the coming periods. Furthermore, the effect of the exponential development of technology on business life, business relations, and employee behavior in organizations is another issue that we think will attract the attention of researchers. With the increase of globalization, which we see the negative impact of such as the rapid spread of the virus during the pandemic, it is expected that new business models will be produced in businesses in a way to create international cooperation networks that will benefit all parties in extraordinary and ordinary situations. It is estimated that digital competition, which will increase with the development of technology, will prompt researchers to work on these issues.

So much so that with the increase of artificial intelligence from a futuristic point of view, together with robotized machines that replace human beings (large companies providing online shopping services only use robots instead of humans in their distribution locations, the production of drones, etc.) does business management field evolve to a place where human beings are considered as relatively unimportant just in Taylorism? Moreover, can the transformation of organizations into a form that only exists intangibly and cannot be mentioned as a physical organization, causes organizational structures and management to focus on different issues? Then, by understanding that these robots should interfere with self-management control and emphasizing that emotions and thoughts should come to the fore as in the Hawthorne studies, the unemployment situation that will arise when the work done by people is given to robotized machines and the research to be done to balance the employment policies of the states. does the business management field draw a circle again? Afterward, by understanding that people should interfere with the self-management control of these robots and emphasizing that emotions and thoughts should come to the fore as in the Hawthorne studies, the unemployment situation that will arise when the work done by people is given to robotized machines and the researches to be carried out to balance the employment policies of the states, does the business management field draw a circle again? We will see the answers in future research in the business management field literature.

It is also seen that while the number of publications of the authors increased, the number of citations did not increase at the same rate and even remained horizontal in the form of a plateau in the last decade. Therefore, to increase the impact factor, the authors should publish multi-author and multinational publications while developing new approaches to key issues of business management.

When the 20 most relevant journals in the field are examined, it is seen that the Strategic Management Journal ranks first in terms of h-index, g-index, and of total citations, while
"Small Business Economics" and "Industrial Marketing Management", which have more publications, are ranked 3rd, and 7th respectively. Considering the total number of citations, h-index, and g-index, it is understood that these two journals should give more importance to quality in the new issues they will publish.

As the most prolific authors are investigated, Wright ranks 1st in terms of the number of publications and George in terms of the number of total citations. The most cited publication by Wright is “Digital affordances, spatial affordances, and the genesis of entrepreneurial ecosystems” published in Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal in 2017 (TC=336) while it is “Absorptive capacity: A review, reconceptualization, and extension” published in Academy of Management Review in 2002 (TC=5,085) for George. Thus, researchers who will study innovation, dynamic capabilities, technology transfer, and co-evolution should pay attention to George’s study, and the ones who will study entrepreneurship, start-up, and knowledge creation should pay attention to Wright’s study.

As a result of the publication performances of the countries, it is thought that the high scientific productivity in developed countries such as UK and USA, is due to the governmental or non-governmental funds and supports provided to researches that carry out scientific studies. This situation also indicates the degree of importance attached to science in developed countries.

Two of the five most cited studies are about ‘Dynamic Capabilities’. Although the subject is not very up-to-date in general, it may need to be developed with different aspects or different perspectives in the literature. However, it is thought that the topics of ‘entrepreneurship’, ‘covid-19’, and ‘technological innovation’ are more contemporary respectively and researchers can focus on these issues as well.

Regarding conceptual analysis results, it is thought that if the researchers focus on the subjects within the scope of the clusters obtained in the network display as a result of the co-word analysis carried out within the scope of the conceptual structure, the subjects in the green and yellow field display in the overlay display, the current effects in their work would be higher. However, while ‘performance’, ‘sustainability’, and ‘entrepreneurship’ were determined as the main and still interesting topics of the literature, ‘corporate social responsibility’ and ‘corporate governance’ issues were determined as the topics that started to lose their impact according to the thematic map.

According to the Intellectual structure results, the analysis that will help researchers who want to do research in the field of business management about the literal background of the field they want to work on at the macro scale is the journal co-citation analysis. In the same context, the analysis that will provide more specific guidance is the reference co-citation analysis. On the other hand, a researcher who wants to see a current gap in the literature or to see which topics the research problem is handled with should use bibliographic coupling. The clusters of all three analyzes illustrate the journals or studies in which the relevant field is concentrated. For example, if the subject chosen by the researcher who wants to work in the field of organizational behavior covers the subject of the publications in the red cluster in Figure 18, it is important to examine all the studies in the cluster to understand the background of the relevant subject. However, the researcher who wants to work in the field of strategic management needs to examine the studies in the green cluster in Figure no. 20 to see the current status of the subject he has chosen and to determine which areas are being studied.

Lastly, regarding social structure results, it can be claimed that if any of the important authors of the subject the researcher is working on is included in Figure no. 21, the researcher
should also examine the works of other names in the cluster in which this author is located. Moreover, when the three largest clusters of co-authorship of countries are examined, the red cluster led by England generally includes Arab culture countries (n=27), the green cluster led by Spain generally includes relatively less developed EU countries and countries with Latin American culture (n=23), and in the blue cluster led by Germany, it is seen that there are generally developed EU countries (n=13).

This study has some shortcomings arising from the problems related to software such as ignoring the rest of the authors in multiple-authored studies but the first, benefiting from only one source is WoS. Other limitations consist of the criteria we consider necessary to obtain data. Thus, downloading papers only in English by avoiding the others though they are proportionally small, and analyzing only the articles which were published after 2000 are other limitations. Maybe one of the most important shortcomings could be that we selected Business and Management as a WoS category. If we chose these two issues as a topic instead of WoS categories, we would probably have a larger sample size to analyze. Therefore, it will be possible to obtain more comprehensive analyzes by paying attention to these points in future studies.
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